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ABSTRACT 

 

Color in an image is resolved to 3 or 4 color components and 2-Dimages of these components are stored in 

separate channels. Most of the color image enhancement algorithms are applied channel-by-channel on 

each image. But such a system of color image processing is not processing the original color. When a color 

image is represented as a quaternion image, processing is done in original colors. This paper proposes an 

implementation of the quaternion approach of enhancement algorithm for enhancing color images and is 

referred as the modified alpha-rooting by the two-dimensional quaternion discrete Fourier transform (2-D 

QDFT). Enhancement results of this proposed method are compared with the channel-by-channel image 

enhancement by the 2-D DFT. Enhancements in color images are quantitatively measured by the color 

enhancement measure estimation (CEME), which allows for selecting optimum parameters for processing 

by thegenetic algorithm. Enhancement of color images by the quaternion based method allows for 

obtaining images which are closer to the genuine representation of the real original color. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

All color images consist of 3 or 4 channels of monochromatic images. The color of the image is 

resolved to color components, and pixel values in each channel are the corresponding color image 

intensities. For example in the RGB color model, the image is stored as three monochromatic 

images for the red, green, and blue colors. The original color in the image is the color obtained by 

superposing or merging all three color components. The processing of color images could only be 

done with fairness if the color of the image is considered as the sum of the color component pixel 

values in all channels when taken together. But until recently, the processing of the color image 

was done by splitting up the color image channel-by-channel to individual images and, then, 

processing each channel with the respective algorithm. To know the totality of enhancement 

effects of the respective algorithm onto the color image, each enhanced channel is taken together 

to compose the resulting enhanced image. Ell’s work of quaternion approach 
[11]

 of color image 

processing enables us to represent the color of the image as a sum of the color components. 

Quaternion numbers are four-dimensional hyper-complex numbers. Each of the resolved color 

components in the pixel can be represented as the component vector in four-dimensional space. 

That is, a color image is represented as a quaternion image. This representation helps in 

processing color image by taking the color of the image as the vector sum of color components. 

The color of the image is considered as a single entity, rather than considering it as three separate 

resolved color components. In this quaternion approach of color image processing, all three or 
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four channels in the color image are processed simultaneously. This type of enhancement method 

gives a merging of all of the color components.   

 

Many frequency domain based enhancement algorithms, particularly the Fourier transform-based 

enhancement algorithms,[1]-[3], [26]-[29] are effective on grayscale images and on color images, when 

processing channel-by-channel. But there is a need to have efficient color image enhancement 

algorithms, in which the color is taken as a single entity, or in other words when the processing is 

done on all channels simultaneously. Many quaternion transform based enhancement methods, 

which are based on the QDFT, give effective enhancement results. Since quaternions are four-

dimensional numbers, the QDFT are transforms in four-dimensional space. Therefore, in orderto 

implement an enhancement algorithm with the QDFT, there is a need to Figure out fast 

algorithms. The proposed fast algorithm
[2,3,19,30]

 of QDFT reduces the computational complexities 

in enhancement algorithms based on the QDFT. The Fourier transform-based enhancement 

algorithms, such as the alpha-rooting, log alpha-rooting, and modified alpha-rooting 

methods,which are proven to be effective on grayscale images, can be extended to the quaternion-

based color image enhancement. The proposed algorithm is the modified alpha-rooting method 

followed by different spatial transformation techniques, and the preliminary experimental results 

show that the proposed enhancement algorithm is effective. 

 

Choice of variables needed for the enhancement algorithm could be made easier by using an 

optimization algorithm. In order to use such an algorithm, we need to get a cost function that 

would give a quantitative measure of enhancement in the processed image. Grigory an and 

Agaian proposed a quantitative measure for enhancements in the enhanced images after 

processing with the respective enhancement algorithm. The quantitative measure is referred to as 

the color enhancement measure estimation (CEME). The CEME value is used as the cost function 

in the proposed optimization algorithm, which is chosen to be the genetic algorithm. This paper 

describes the method and experimental results of the enhancement by the modified alpha-rooting 

methods by the 2D-QDFT on color images. Color image processing is done by the quaternion 

approach, in which all channels in the image are processed simultaneously. The experimental 

results obtained by the quaternion approach are compared with results obtained by channel-by-

channel processing, by the same method of modified alpha-rooting, but with the traditional 2-D 

DFT. Enhancement in images is measured quantitatively by the CEME value and the 

optimization of variables is done with the genetic algorithm. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY OF 2-DQDFT AND 2-DDFT MODIFIED ALPHA-

ROOTING 
 

2.1. Quaternion Numbers 
 

Quaternion numbers are four-dimensional hyper-complex numbers
[9][10]

 . A quaternion number � 

is represented in Cartesian form as 

 

 � = � + �� + �� + 	
. (1) 

   

That is, every quaternion number has a scalar part, �(�) = �and a vector part, �(�) = �� + �� +	
. The imaginary units i, j, k are related as 

 

 �� = �� = 	� = ��	 = 	−1;	 ��		 = 	−��		 = 			; 	�		 = 	−	�		 = 	�; 		�	 = 	−�			 = 	�. (2) 

 

The basis {1, �, �, 	} is the most common and classical basis to express a quaternion. There are 

many different choices for �. Given two pure unit quaternions µ and ψ, that is, μ� = ψ� =	−1, 
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which are orthogonal to each other, that is, µ ┴ ψ, the set {1, µ, ψ, µψ} is a basis for any 

quaternion �.  

 

The norm of the quaternion defined as  

 

 ‖�‖ = �� + �� + �� + 
�. (3) 

   

When ‖�‖ = 1, q is said to be unit quaternion. When the scalar part, �(�) = 0, then the 

quaternion is referred as a pure quaternion.The polar form of a quaternion number is given as  

 

 � = |�|��� � = |�|!�"#	$% + &%	#�'	$%(, (4) 

   

where|�| is the modulus and &% is called the axis and 	$% is the phase or argument of �that are 

expressed as  

 

 |�| = 	)‖�‖ = )(�� + �� + �� + 
�), &% = *� + +� + ,

)(�� + �� + 
�)	, 

	$% = tan01 2)(�� + �� + 
�)� 3 . 

(5) 

 

An important property in quaternion algebra is the product of two quaternions, whichis not 

always commutative.  That is, for a given two quaternion numbers 4	and	�.  

 

 4� = �4		or4� ≠ �4. (6) 

   

2.2.Color Image In The Quaternion Space 
 

The color image can be represented as a quaternion image [9],11]-[16]. Depending on the color 

model, the color images have three or four channels. In the case of three channel color models 

like the RGB, XYZ, or in luminance-chrominance color model YCbCr, the color images can be 

represented as a pure quaternion. For example, the color image f (n,m) in RGB  color model can 

be represented as a quaternion image 

 

 8(',9) = �	:(',9) + �	;(',9) + 		�(',9), (7) 

   

where (',9), ;(',9),and �(',9) are the red, green and blue components, respectively. In 

general, for three or four channel color images, the parts�, �, �,	and 
of the quaternion number � 

take the form[56] 

 

 � = 8<,=>?@<<AB	1, � = 8<,=>?@<<AB	�, � = 8<,=>?@<<AB	C, 
 = 8<,=>?@<<AB	D. 
 

(8) 

When a color image is represented as quaternion, we get a correlation between all color 

components. In the usual color image enhancements, this correlation between the color 

components is not used, because each channel is processed separately. The even component, E of 

the quaternion color image can be chosen in many different ways. The two common choices are � = 0and the grayscale value, � = F
G [: + ; + �]. 
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2.3 Two-Side 2-Dquaternion Fourier Transform 
 
The discrete Fourier transform of 2-D hyper-complex numbers is referred to as the 2-D QDFT. 

As mentioned before, the product of two quaternions are not always commutative. Thus, based on 

the position of the kernel of the transform with respect to the image, there are many versions of 

2D QDFT. In the two-side 2D-QDFT, the image is sandwiched by the two transform kernels and 

defined as 

 

 JKLM, L(4, #) = 	NOP<Q RN 8<,=OS=T
U01

=VW
XY01

<VW
,				4 = 0: ([ − 1), # = 0: (\ − 1). (9) 

   

The inverse transform is defined as, 

 

 ]JKLM, 8(',9) = 1[\NOP0<Q RN LQ,TOS0=T
U01

TVW
XY01

QVW
,			 

' = 0: ([ − 1),9 = 0: (\ − 1). 
(10) 

 

2.4 Modified Alpha-Rooting  
 
In the alpha-rooting method of image enhancement [4] [17] –[20] [29] –[34], for each frequency point (4, #), the magnitude of the discrete quaternion transform are transformed as 

 

 LQ,T → \[LQ,T]_ (11) 

  

There are many different options for the choice of the M and ` lies between (0,1)
 [4],[17]-[20],[34]

. The 

modified alpha rooting method is an extension of the alpha-rooting with M as a function of 

magnitude of the image defined as 

 

 \ = a(4, #) = b";	cd|e(4, #)|f + 1g, 0 ≤ i, 0 < k. (12) 

 

2.5 Color Enhancement Measure Estimation (Ceme) 
 
The color enhancement measure estimation (CEME), is an enhancement measure [4]-[8] based on 

the contrast of the images. The proposed enhancement measure is related to the Weber law, which 

basically explains that the visual perception of the contrast is independent of luminance and low 

spatial frequency. To calculate the CEME value,a discrete image of size [ ×\ is divided[21] by 	1	� blocks of size m1 × m� blocks each, where 	< = n[</m<p,   for ' = 1,2. For the RGB color 

model, when an image is transformed by the 2-D QDFT  

 

 f = 	 (fs, ft, fu) → fv = !fwx, fsx , ftx , fux(, (13) 

   

where 8Ax , referring to the scalar component of the quaternion image, which is obtained after using 

the transform, the CEME value is calculated by 

 

 y%(`) = ay\y_!8v( = 1	1	�NN20	log1W
S|

BV1

S}

SV1
~9��S,B	(8Ax , 8�x , 8�x , 8��)9�'S,B	(8Ax , 8�x , 8�x , 8��)�. 

 

(14) 
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Methodology 
 
The images are first enhanced by the modified alpha-rooting method. We sawin the channel-by-

channel histograms of these enhanced images, that all intensity values of each of the channelwere 

shifted to darker regions.To increase the brightness of these enhanced images, that is, to shift the 

histograms back to the brighter side, the logarithmic or power-law (gamma) transformations are 

done. The general case of logarithmic transformations
[1]

 is defined as  

 

 # = �[log(1 + :)]Q, (15) 

 

where: is the input image and	# is the resulting output image of the logarithmic transformation 

and � is a scaling factor. The simplest case is when 4 = 1.The power law (or gamma) 

transformation[1] is defined as  

 # = �(:�), (16) 

   

Where r is the input image and s is the resulting output image of the gamma transformation and c 

is a scaling factor. When the input image itself is dark, all enhancement algorithms are performed 

on the negative of the image. The positive of the resultant image is taken at the final stage of 

image processing. 

 

While processing with quaternion image, it is sometimes easier to see the quaternion image in the 

polar form. From Eq. (4), the polar form of quaternion image is	� = |�|��� �. The spatial 

transformations, such as the log transformation and the gamma transformation, modify the 

magnitude without altering the phase of the quaternion image. If ��<Q�� and ����Q�� are the 

quaternion image before and after applying the spatial transformation techniques, such as the log 

and gamma transformation techniques, then the transformed quaternion image is obtained by 

 

 ����Q�� = �����Q��� ��<Q�����<Q��� (17) 

 

where���<Q��� and �����Q��� are the magnitude of the quaternion image before and after applying 

the transformation techniques. 

 

2.6. The Enhancement Measure Estimation (EME) For Grayscale Images 
 

The processing of the image is done on each channel separately. The 2-D DFT and the 

subsequently the modified alpha-rooting is done on each channel individually. The enhancement 

of the image by the modified alpha-rooting causes the intensity of the histogram to be shifted 

toward darker regions. But, further enhancement of the image by gamma transformation or 

logarithmic transformation results in the intensities of the histogram that are shifted towards 

brighter regions.  

 
The enhancement measure estimation (EME) for grayscale images is an enhancement measure [4]-

[8]
 based on the contrast of images. The idea behind this estimation measure is similar to that of 

the CEME measure for color images, but in the EME only, one color channel or grayscale image 

is considered. To calculate the EME value, the 2-D image of size [ ×\ is divided[21] by 	1	� 

blocks of size m1 × m� each.Here,	< = n[</m<p, for ' = 1,2. When an image is transformed by 

the 2-D DFT, 

 

 8 → 8,x  

 

(18) 

where 8v, referring to the enhanced image, the EME value is calculated by 
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 y%(`) = y\y_!8v( = 1	1	�NN20	b";1W
S|

BV1

S}

SV1
~9��S,B	(8v)9�'S,B	(8v)�. 

(19) 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

3.1. Using 2-DQDFT 

 
Figure 1is the enhanced image results of “A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, Mars- 

esp_045833_1845[35]” was enhanced by the modified alpha rooting method.  First the variation Of 

the CEME for `, i, and λ values were plottedwith two parameters as variables and a fixed value 

for the third parameter. Figure 1a shows the surface plot of the CEME values for different values 

of `, and i, for the given λ=0.58. For the image “A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, Mars - 

esp_045833_1845”, the maximum value of the CEME for the modified alpha-rooting method of 

enhancement is obtained at ` = 0.96, i = 0.93 for λ = 0.58. 

 

We understood from Figure 1e that the intensity values of the histogram of the image enhanced 

by modified alpha-rooting method were shifted to darker regions, as compared to the histogram of 

the original image in Figure 1c. The CEME value obtained is higher, showing a better 

enhancement in the contrast. To increase the visual perception of the image, the image obtained 

from the modified alpha-rooting is further brightened by the logarithmic transformation. The 

logarithmic transformation adopted for the enhancement of the image is shown in Figure 1d, 

as# = �[log1 � :�IQ, with � � 1, and 4 � 3.3. By doing the logarithmic transformation, the 

histogram of the modified alpha-rooting image is shifted to brighter intensity regions. 

 
 

Figure1:(a) Surface plot of CEME vs `, i for λ=0.58 for the image “A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, 

Mars- esp_045833_1845[35]” –“http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/mars/images/index.html (b) The 

original image “A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, Mars - esp_045833_1845
*
”; (c) The histogram of the 

original image; 
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Figure1:(continued)(d) The enhanced image by the method of 2

histogram of the image is (d). (f) The i

and 

 

The logarithmic transformation of the image enhanced by the modified alpha

compared with the logarithmic transformation of the original image. 

algorithms were also compared side

 

Figure 2: (a) Original Image (“A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, Mars 
*
http://www.nasa

 

Figure 2: (continued) (b) Image enhanced by the modified alpha

transformation; (c) The color image enhancement by Retinex algorithm (McCann

transformation of the original i
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(d) The enhanced image by the method of 2-D QDFT Modified Alpha-Rooting; (e) The 

The image enhanced by the logarithmic transformation of the image in (d) 

and (g) the histogram of the image in (f). 

The logarithmic transformation of the image enhanced by the modified alpha-rooting is 

compared with the logarithmic transformation of the original image. Results of a few other 

side-by-side are shown in Figure 2(a) to (e).  

 
(a) 

Figure 2: (a) Original Image (“A Streamlined Form in Lethe Vallis, Mars - esp_045833_1845

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/mars/images/index.html); 

 
(b) Image enhanced by the modified alpha-rooting followed by the logarithmic 

transformation; (c) The color image enhancement by Retinex algorithm (McCann-99).(d) The logarithmic 

mation of the original image; (e) The histogram equalization image of the original image.
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Rooting; (e) The 

of the image in (d) 

rooting is also 

of a few other 

esp_045833_1845
[35]

” 

rooting followed by the logarithmic 

(d) The logarithmic 

image of the original image. 
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It could be inferred from Figures 2a to 2d that the image enhancement by the combined effect of 

modified alpha rooting followed by logarithmic transformation (Figure 2b) gives a better visual 

perception than the original image (Figure 2a), or the enhancement by the retinex algorithm 

(Figure 2c) or enhancement by just the logarithmic transformation (Figure 2d). The enhanced 

image by modified alpha-rooting combined with logarithmic transformation, could also reveal 

some hidden details of the dark regions of the original image. 

 
In the “tree” image “http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top”, the 

image is first enhanced by the modified alpha-rooting and, then, the enhanced image is passed 

through the power law (or gamma) transformation. Enhancement results are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3:(a) The surface plot of the CEME vs `and k for i = 0.33 for the image “Tree
[36]

” -
 

*http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top; (b) The original Image “tree*”; (c) 

the histogram of the original image;  (d) the enhanced image by the method of 2-DQDFT Modified Alpha-

Rooting; (e) the histogram of the image is (d); 

 

 
 

Figure3:(continued) (f) The gamma transformation of the image in (d) with gamma=1.15;(g) the histogram 

of the image in (f). 

 

The “tree” image enhanced by combined enhancement method of modified alpha-rooting 

followed by the gamma rooting (Figure 4b) is compared with enhancement of “tree” image with 

the retinex algorithm (Figure 4c) and the gamma transformation method (Figure 4d). 
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Figure 4: (a) Original image “tree
*
http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top

The comparison of images in Figure

combined effect of modified alpha

much better enhanced image when compared to original (

retinex method (Figure 4c), or 

(Figure 4d). 

 

Figure 4: (continued) (b) The gamma transformation of the image enhanced by the modified alpha rooting 

method; (c) The color image enhancement by 

transformation alone of the original image; (e) 

 

Figure5:(a) Surface plot of CEME vs 

*https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg
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(a) 

Figure 4: (a) Original image “tree[36]”- 

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top ; 

 

Figure 4(a)-(e) shows that the enhancement of the image by the 

combined effect of modified alpha-rooting followed by the gamma rooting (Figure

image when compared to original (Figure 4a), or the enhancement by 

or the enhancement by the gamma transformation method alone 

 
 

amma transformation of the image enhanced by the modified alpha rooting 

mage enhancement by the retinex algorithm (McCann-99); (d) The gam

transformation alone of the original image; (e) The histogram equalized image.

 
 

Figure5:(a) Surface plot of CEME vs i, λ for `=0.98 for the image “Girl in the Blue Truck – 

https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg-image16.jpg 
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the enhancement of the image by the 

Figure 4b) gave a 

enhancement by 

the gamma transformation method alone 

amma transformation of the image enhanced by the modified alpha rooting 

99); (d) The gamma 

istogram equalized image. 

 image16
[37]

 ” -   
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In Figure 5, the original image “Girl in th

https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg

alpha-rooting and then followed by the 

The value of i, and λ are obtained from the surface plot of CEME versus`=0.98. The resulting enhanced images and histograms are shown in Figure 5 (b to g).

 

Figure 5:(continued) Surface plot of CEME vs 

image16
[37]

 ” -   *https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg

in the Blue Truck – image16
*
”; (c) The histogram of the original image; (d) The enhanced image by the 

method of the 2-DQDFT Modified Alpha

transformed image of the image in (d) for 

 

The enhanced image by the combined effect of 

gamma transformation can be compared with the enhanced image by 

enhancement by the gamma transformation alone. 

image “Girl in the Blue Truck – 

transformation was better, than the original image, or the enhancement by 

or by the gamma transformation alone.

 

                                               (b) 
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In Figure 5, the original image “Girl in the Blue Truck – image16 

https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg-image16.jpg was enhanced by the modified 

rooting and then followed by the gamma transformation. 

 are obtained from the surface plot of CEME versus i, and λ for the given 

=0.98. The resulting enhanced images and histograms are shown in Figure 5 (b to g).

 
 

) Surface plot of CEME vs i, λ for `=0.98 for the image “Girl in the Blue Truck 

https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg-image16.jpg (b) The original Image “Girl 

”; (c) The histogram of the original image; (d) The enhanced image by the 

DQDFT Modified Alpha-Rooting; (e) The histogram of the image in (d);

transformed image of the image in (d) for � = 1 and gamma=1.258; (g) histogram of the image in (f).

The enhanced image by the combined effect of the modified alpha-rooting followed by the 

compared with the enhanced image by the retinex algorithm and 

amma transformation alone. The results show that the enhancement of the 

 image16” by the modified alpha-rooting followed by 

than the original image, or the enhancement by the retinex

or by the gamma transformation alone. 

 
(a) 

 
              (c) 
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image16 [37]” -   

image16.jpg was enhanced by the modified 

, and λ for the given 

=0.98. The resulting enhanced images and histograms are shown in Figure 5 (b to g). 

=0.98 for the image “Girl in the Blue Truck – 

(b) The original Image “Girl 

”; (c) The histogram of the original image; (d) The enhanced image by the 

Rooting; (e) The histogram of the image in (d);(f) Gamma 

and gamma=1.258; (g) histogram of the image in (f). 

rooting followed by the 

algorithm and 

esults show that the enhancement of the 

rooting followed by the gamma 

retinex algorithm, 
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(d) 
Figure 6: (a) The original Image “Girl in the Blue Truck 

*
*https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg

image enhanced by the modified alpha

algorithm (McCann-99);(d) The gamma transformation alone of the original image; (e)

equalized image of the original image.

 

In 

“http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top”, the R

7a) was first converted to the 

techniques of the modified alpha

the original XYZ image (Figure

obtained by the processing of the original RGB image (

 

After processing, the image in Figure

CEME measure of the image in Figure

in Figure 3f, where the processing is done directly on 

Figure 7: (a) The original RGB Image “Tree
*
http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top

converted to the XYZ color model; 

alpha rooting method done on the image in (b); (d) The image in (c) is conver

 

2.1. Using the 2-D DFT 

 
The color image enhancement by 

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top

corresponding to the EME vs ` 
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                                                (e) 

Figure 6: (a) The original Image “Girl in the Blue Truck – image16
[37]

”-
 

https://dragon.larc.nasa.gov/retinex/pao/news/lg-image16.jpg ;(b) The gamma transformation of the 

image enhanced by the modified alpha-rooting method; (c) The color image enhancement by the retinex 

(d) The gamma transformation alone of the original image; (e) Theh

equalized image of the original image. 

Figure7(a-e), 

“http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top”, the RGB image (

the XYZ color model (Figure 7b). Then, the image enhancement 

modified alpha-rooting followed by the gamma transformation we

Figure 7c). The CEME measure is found to be greater, than the value 

obtained by the processing of the original RGB image (Figure 3f).  

Figure 7c was converted back to the RGB image (Figure

Figure 7d is low as compared to the CEME measure of the image 

where the processing is done directly on the RGB image. 
 

 
Figure 7: (a) The original RGB Image “Tree[36]”- 

u/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top ; (b) The RGB image in (a) is 

converted to the XYZ color model; (c) Thegamma transformation of the image enhanced by the modified 

alpha rooting method done on the image in (b); (d) The image in (c) is converted back to the 

color image enhancement by modified alpha-rooting by the 2-D DFT of the image “Tree

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#topwas done. The surfaces 

 and λ for i = 0.33 for all three channels were plotted
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(b) The gamma transformation of the 

by the retinex 

Thehistogram 

“Tree”image 

GB image (Figure 

image enhancement 

were appliedon 

than the value 

Figure 7d). The 

the CEME measure of the image 

; (b) The RGB image in (a) is 

amma transformation of the image enhanced by the modified 

the RGB image. 

image “Tree
*
”-

 *
 

The surfaces 

re plottedseparately 
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(Figures 8(a to c)), to find the values of ` and λ which give a maximum EME measure. For 

channel 1 (red), the maximum EME value is 35.5148 corresponding to `=0.74 and λ=0.14. For 

channel 2 (green), the maximum EME value is 33.7420 corresponding to `=0.88 and λ=0.3. For 

channel 3 (blue), the maximum EME value is 34.8439 corresponding to `=0.78 and λ=0.16.The 

EME values of channels 1,2, and 3 of the original image equal 12.1228, 21.7077, and 12.1090, 

respectively.   

 
Figure8f shows the enhanced image composed of the channels that give the maximum EME 

measures, when the channels were enhanced separately by the modified alpha-rooting 2-D DFT. 

Then, Figure8h shows the enhanced image by the combined effects of the modified alpha-rooting 

2-D DFT followed by the gamma transformation with γ = 3.51. 
 

 
Figure 8 (a) The surface of the EME versus ` and λ for i = 0.33 for Channel 1 of the original image 

“Tree
[36]

”-
 *

http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top ;(b) The surface of the 

EME versus ` and λ for i = 0.33 for Channel 2 for “tree” image;(c) The surface of EME vs ` and λ for i = 

0.33 for Channel 3 for the “tree” image.; 
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Figure 8 (continued) (c) The surface of EME vs 

(d) The original “Tree” image; (e) The channel b

channel enhancement by the modified alpha

corresponding to the maximum EME values; (g) The channel by channel histogram of  the image in (f) 

before scaling;(h) The channel by channel enhancement by 

composed of enhanced channels corresponding to 

transformation; (i) The channel by channel histogram of  imag

 

In Figure 9(a)-(d), the modified alpha rooting followed by 

accomplished (see Figure9c) in the 

After the processing the image, it

λ values for the channels X, Y, and Z corresponding to the maximums of the EME measure are 

respectively [0.78, 0.84, 0.78] and [0.26, 0.42, 0.16]. The EME measure of the original X, Y, and 

Z channels are [13.0022, 18.1088, 12.1494] and the maximums 

after enhancement are [34.8012, 35.0018, 34.6950], and when the processed in the XYZ image is 

converted back to the RGB image, the corresponding EME measures of the channels R, G, and B 

are [20.8039, 36.0317, 46.7360].
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(c) The surface of EME vs ` and λ for i = 0.33 for Channel 3 for the “tree” image.; 

(d) The original “Tree” image; (e) The channel by channel histogram of  image in (d);(f) The channel

channel enhancement by the modified alpha-rooting, when the image is composed of enhanced channels 

corresponding to the maximum EME values; (g) The channel by channel histogram of  the image in (f) 

(h) The channel by channel enhancement by the modified alpha-rooting, when the

composed of enhanced channels corresponding to the maximum EME values – followed by 

transformation; (i) The channel by channel histogram of  image in (h) before scaling

modified alpha rooting followed by the gamma transformation 

the XYZ image model (Figure9b) of the RGB image in 

, itwas converted back to the RGB image (in Figure9

 values for the channels X, Y, and Z corresponding to the maximums of the EME measure are 

respectively [0.78, 0.84, 0.78] and [0.26, 0.42, 0.16]. The EME measure of the original X, Y, and 

Z channels are [13.0022, 18.1088, 12.1494] and the maximums of the EME measure obtained 

after enhancement are [34.8012, 35.0018, 34.6950], and when the processed in the XYZ image is 

converted back to the RGB image, the corresponding EME measures of the channels R, G, and B 

are [20.8039, 36.0317, 46.7360]. 

 
     (a)                                   (b) 
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= 0.33 for Channel 3 for the “tree” image.; 

y channel histogram of  image in (d);(f) The channel-by-

rooting, when the image is composed of enhanced channels 

corresponding to the maximum EME values; (g) The channel by channel histogram of  the image in (f) 

, when the image is 

followed by the gamma 

before scaling. 

gamma transformation was 

b) of the RGB image in Figure9a. 

9d).The ` and 

 values for the channels X, Y, and Z corresponding to the maximums of the EME measure are 

respectively [0.78, 0.84, 0.78] and [0.26, 0.42, 0.16]. The EME measure of the original X, Y, and 

of the EME measure obtained 

after enhancement are [34.8012, 35.0018, 34.6950], and when the processed in the XYZ image is 

converted back to the RGB image, the corresponding EME measures of the channels R, G, and B 
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          (c) 

Figure 9: (a) The original RGB image “tree
*
http://sipi.usc.edu/database/database.php?volume=misc&image=6#top

converted to the XYZ color model;

channel by the method of modified alpha rooting method done; (d) The image in (c) is converted back to 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The color image enhancement technique of the modified alpha

quaternion discrete Fourier transform shows better enhancement techniques as compared to 

processing the image channel-

individual enhanced images. One of the main prominent features in channel

enhancement techniques is that the color obtained after the processing has marked 

from that of the original image and also of the color of an image when processing by the pro

quaternion approach. The integrity of the color is lost in channel

processing in the quaternion approach preserves the uniqueness of the color. In future studies, the 

human sensitiveness of color perception and the ps

to understand the advantage of the quaternion approach of color image enhancement techniques 

over the channel-by-channel enhancement
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